Reference: C.N.282.2001.TREATIES-1 (Depositary Notification)

EUROPEAN AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE INTERNATIONAL CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY ROAD (ADR)
GENEVA, 30 SEPTEMBER 1957

ACCEPTANCE OF THE AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY PORTUGAL TO ANNEXES A AND B AS AMENDED, TO THE ABOVE AGREEMENT

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as depositary, communicates the following:

By 1 April 2001, i.e., within three months from the date of the depositary notification C.N.1078.2000.TREATIES-3 of 1 January 2001, transmitting the text of the amendments proposed by the Government of Portugal to annexes A and B, as amended, to the above Agreement, no objection had been notified to the Secretary-General. Consequently, and in accordance with article 14 (3) of the above Agreement, the amendments are deemed accepted and will enter into force for all the Contracting Parties on the date proposed, i.e., on 1 April 2001.

3 April 2001

1 Refer to depositary notification C.N.1078.2001.TREATIES-3 of 1 January 20 Proposal of amendments by Portugal to Annexes A and B as amended)